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Tool and Cutter Grinders

Belt with Tormek

GougesChisels

The Motor is shaft is isolated 
from the main shaft with a 
geared timing belt, the main 
shaft is 1” diameter, uses the 
same large single row ball 
we use in our largest tool 
grinder.  Toycen DC whisper 
drive Speed ranges from 150 
to 3000 surface feet and is 
reversing.  Yes, you can stand 
a coin on edge on top of the 
machine at any speed range 
(the Tradesman Loonie 
test).  Smooth is the name of 
the game. Reversing, quiet, 
and unstoppable geared belt 
drive, available in various 
speed ranges. 

Belts can be vertical or horizontal, moved with no tools required; one belt up one belt down 
forward or backward. Tool / work/ hand rests are large and comfortable and can be positioned 
almost anywhere on the belt, front or back, or on the base.  Open side panel threaded holes for 
scissor fixturing.  

The Motor and Motor Drive are smooth and near-silent. At 100 surface feet, in either direction, 
you can rest your blade on the belt sander Smart Platen without the usual fear of errors in the 
sharpening process that are common with other-brand belt sanders. We use Trizact belts to get to 
near-honed edge and mount felt wheels and leather belts for buffing, honing and stropping, easily 
acheiving 185 Bess.

Available in three models. All three models can be set up to use your favourite Tormek 

Total control, no heat, no risk, minimal burr

8”,10” wheels -- 2”,4” belts

Tradesman Edge
Geared Belt Reduction

attachments as well as the Wolverine griding system
• Edge 810 for 8” and 10” wheels, belt sanders
• Edge 12 for Tormek 12mm bore wheels, 
       water bath
• Edge Belt for belt sanders

Rough, Finish, Hone. The Tradesman Edge is the
ultimate tool in the hands of fabricators and
sharpeners who need power and precision.

T-Edge
Reversing, Quiet, Unstoppable Geared Belt Drive
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